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NSP USB CHARGERS-DATA MAGNETIC BRAIDED 
CABLE NSC02 4.0A QC 3.0 1.2m 

  

The necessary accessory that will change the way you charge your device! 
Compatible with all devices bearing micro USB, Type C and Lightning ports.  
 
Support fast charging (Quick Charge 3.0) on 4.0Α and even faster data-
transfer, plus they are ideal on damage prevention to your device's 
charging port, since you may hold the connector constantly mounted on 
the device and adjust the cable only when needed. 
This way the charging port will be constantly and completely protected 
because of not suffering from daily wear as well as from the annoying fluff 
that usually accumulates in the recess.  
Since you hold a permanent magnetic connector attached to the device, it is very easy to adjust 
the charging cable, even when driving. The connection of both the connector and the cable 
are adjusted appropriately so as to rotate and to charge comfortably at 360ο. The magnet 
creates a direct connection and automatic charging start the very moment the cable is 
connected to the connector contact. The LED indicator notifies you about the power supply as 
it turns blue. 
 
 

 
Also, the powerful magnet ensures you that the cable will 
not get detached during charging or transferring of your 
data, since it can lift the weight of an iPad 12,9 (641g) 
without being detached. 
Finally, the cable is made of Nylon Braided yarn and 
aluminum shell, features that make it extremely resistant 
to daily wear and the length of 1.2m does not limit you 
anywhere. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
It does not tangle, does not wrinkle and does not break like other common cables and 
remains as new after many uses. Using the appropriate charging contact is fully 
compatible for use with Apple devices. Is available in 2 colours Black and Red, to choose 
the one that suits you the most. 

 
 

520530 
8266522: NSP USB 8266539: NSP USB 
8266546: NSP Lightning USB 8266577: NSP Lightning USB 
8266553: NSP Micro USB 8266584: NSP Micro USB 
8266560: NSP Type C USB 8266683: NSP Type C USB 
 
 

Output: 
 5V – 4.0A 
 9V – 2.5A 
12V – 1.8A 

Magnetic Adaptors 
  

Lightning           Micro USB         Type C USB 

520530 8266652 8266669 8266676 
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